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1. Introduction 

This project utilized the site which had once had a shed on it (now removed) to demonstrate how to 
recover an area of dry, damaged land. Activities in this project not only returned the site to the condition 
it was in before the shed was constructed (sparse vegetation on an arid slope) but was able to improve the 
land beyond that condition into an area which will now be able to support large tree growth. 

2. Problem 

The existing shed on the site had become dangerous due to termite infestation. It was decided that it was 
not financially viable to do any repairs because the shed didn’t meet any current or future needs of the 
organisation either through location nor functionality. If the shed was simply removed from the site, the 
existing damage to the environment there to create the shed would not support any recovery in that state. 

2.1. Conditions at commencement of the project: 

• A shed in poor condition made from multiple salvaged materials with concrete floor standing on 
the site of a hill 

• Site is cut into a hill on the side of a ridgeline, with a flat pad created for the shed pad area.  An 
excavated section is cut into the rear bank to fit a 6m shipping container lengthways into the hill.  
Never completed. Excavated section remaining. 

• 4 large rainwater tanks to collect roof rainwater.   

• 200mm earth banks on surrounding ground above shed area both sides to divert ground water 
around shed. 

• Ground to downhill side of shed subjected to erosion. 

• Ground water flow from shed on downhill side runs directly down the access track causing heavy 
erosion in the vicinity and further along the access track. 

• Garden area downhill from shed over the track has many prickle weeds suggesting that the soil 
isn’t in a very fertile condition. 

• Ground surface soil of the site is large diameter sand or light coloured gravel like decomposed 
granite with a hardened clay base. Very little water absorption on the site, mainly water run-off. 

• The road access at the start of this project had erosion problems and was unable to be used during 
rainy weather. Access into this shed site had been created via a direct route down/up a gradient 
rather than going across the land’s natural contours which would have reduced water flow/erosion 
down a road. 
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3. Start & End Photographs 

Original shed site 

 

Upper and middle terraces completed: #11 (Arial Shot) 
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4. Background  

Dry land recovery programmes are designed to catch and hold more water in areas that experience low 
rainfall and have issues with erosion or poor soil quality due to historical farming or construction 
practices such as extensive livestock grazing, land clearing, heavy traffic from machinery or building.  

The shed site on 107 Home Creek Loop Road was therefore ideal for one of our projects. In implementing 
any project we are always aware of the condition that caused the problems in the area we are attempting 
to restore. We make sure to focus on the attitudes and condition in the people who created the problem 
and plan our project carefully ensuring that our project design is not driven by the same attitudes 
otherwise we will recreate the same or similar issues for people in the future. 

4.1. Cause of the conditions at commencement of the project: 

The shed was originally constructed by a person wishing to have their personal addictions met through 
the construction. That is, they wanted to create and provide something material (the shed) in order to get 
particular emotional feelings back from others (praise and feelings of superiority). They were driven by 
selfishness (in the guise of giving) and overlooked the environmental implications of the choice to build a 
shed in that location and to construct it from materials that did not meet the basic building and safety 
requirements. 

The previous owners did not have a master plan for the whole 600 acres property that the shed was 
situated on. Constructions, land clearing and earthworks were completed on an ad hoc basis with a lack of 
forward planning and lack of regard for the significant environmental impact of each project. 

There was a preference for completing projects in the most fertile or beautiful places on the property thus 
generating a lot of disturbance to native wildlife habitat. At the time, there were already many damaged 
areas available nearby throughout the 600 acres that could have been chosen.  However a choice was 
made to cut into already recovering bushland. This indicates a desire for instant gratification rather than 
patiently creating and beautifying. 

In contrast to the previous owner’s attitudes, God’s Way intentions when planning and completing 
projects are always to consider the impact of new work on the existing environment. In the She Site 
Rehabilitation we were motivated to repair the previous damage for the benefit of the native flora and 
fauna and were willing to take action to restore the site to a state of functioning beyond its previous 
condition before the shed was constructed, not for our personal benefit but for the benefit of native bird 
and wildlife. 

5. Intervention 

5.1. Aims of the project 

• To correct the damage done to the environment made by the previous owner's choices 

• To remove the all the man made infrastructure that was put into the site. These materials to be 
given to others for their use, recycled, reused by God's Way in future projects, or waste products 
are to be used to recover other areas of the 600 acre property. 

• Slow the flow of water over the site to hold/store moisture from rainfall events to prevent further 
erosion and promote the growth of new flora and create conditions for seeds sitting in the soil for 
years to now germinate  

• To create the conditions that will attract more insect, animal, plant, and bird life into the area 
abundantly. 

• To close off the area to allow it complete the process of regeneration without human interference. 
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5.2. Method 

Remove the shed and tanks 

Re-shape the damaged site in the form of several terraces on contour to collect and hold/store moisture 
from rainfall events and surrounding ground surface water flow to prevent erosion. 

Apply mulch material in the collection areas. Mulch acts as a sponge to allow slow release of water to the 
surrounding area after rainfall events. 

Apply mulch to the damaged/exposed ground surrounding the area  

5.3. Planning considerations and principles 

In planning a project such as this, it is important to decide what is the best way to achieve the 
goal/method, with the least amount of further damage occurring. Also, consider and plan for how to fix 
any damage created if it can’t be avoided in getting the project completed. 

Establish what resources and materials will be required. 

Work out an estimated cost to complete the project.   

Set an estimated project start date. 

Organise resources and materials with consideration of how much lead time each component will require 
to be notified/availability/organised and then delivered to the site. 

Before commencing earthworks or ordering materials such as mulch, organise/carry out preparatory 
work, such as shed and infrastructure removal.  

Decide on the process of works to know where to put deliveries of material so as the intended workflow is 
not hindered. Eg. There is a single entry and exit point so we will be working our way out of the site back 
to the exit point.  Like painting a room and working your way back to the doorway. Any materials 
brought onto site are not to hinder this pathway which also avoids double-handling. 

Pre mark/set-out heights prior to machinery arriving to do the earthworks and/or have a set datum point 
somewhere on the site that won’t be changed during the works nor obstruct the works, in order to 
calculate heights from during the works. 

Verbally communicate to the machinery operators before earthworks begin with a summary of what you 
are aiming to achieve. In construction, the main method of communications is via drawings so provide a 
sectional view (like a slice through) and a plan view (looking from above) of the finished design of the 
proposed works to assist in clarification of your verbal communication.  This can simply be a hand-drawn 
sketch for relatively minor works. 
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Example Plan (Sectional View) 

Example Plan (Overhead View) 

 
Tip: On your drawing/sketch, provide a site fixture. In this case the concrete shed pad was used as a 
reference point for someone else to get their bearings when reading the drawings. The upper tree line was 
also used as a reference. A compass bearing is often used in plans showing the North direction. 
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5.4. God’s Laws and Principals applied 

5.4.1. Economy 

Economical use of time and resources by planning in advance. 

5.4.2. Abundance 

Love and generosity for the environment by giving back more than what was there in the first place. By 
giving abundantly we enhance the potential for the project to meet and exceed its aims. 

5.4.3. Life 

Consideration was given to: 

• What is needed in the natural environment for all of the life (e.g. insects, flora, birds, mammals, 
reptiles) to have the best opportunity to thrive.  

• How to attract new life into the area.  

• The more life in the area, the faster the recovery rate.  

5.4.4. Consistency 

Significant care was taken in order to understanding methods to hold water onto an area thus to allow it to 
be dispersed slowly to bridge the drought/flood cycle so that more life can be sustained all year round in 
that area. It was essential to accurately and precisely measure the levels so that terraces were created that 
would adequately hold and distribute water as was intended. 
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6. Milestone Photographs 

A guide to Before & After photo’s below 

 
Legend:  

Numbering system 1-10 indicates the position on the diagram above where the photo was taken from. 

Directional arrow system indicates the direction on the diagram above that the camera was facing. 
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Before:  #1 

After: #1 
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Before: #2 

After: #2 
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Before: #3 

After: #3 
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Before: #4 

After: #4 
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Before: #5 

After: #5 
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Before: #6 

 

During: #6 

 

After: #6 
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Before: #7 

After: #7 
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Before: #8 

After: #8 
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Before: #9 

After: #9 
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Before: #10 

After: #10 
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Before: #11 (Arial Shot) 

 

Shed site clean-up prior to earthworks: #11 (Arial Shot) 
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Upper and Middle terraces completed: #11 

 

7. Resources, Materials & Costs 

7.1. Project Budget Estimate 

Item Rate Qty Amount 

Manual labour  

16 people @ 4hrs for site clean up 
1 person @ 10hrs x 3 days project supervisor 
4 people @ 6 hours tank removal 
1 person @ 16hrs for project management 

Gift 134 hrs $0 

Excavator $1400/day 3 days $4,200 

10 Tonne tip truck $110/hr 8 hrs $880 

3 Tonne tip truck Gift 16 hrs $0 

Mulch on-site $1665/load 5 loads $8,325 

Mulch required $2000/load* 3 loads $6,000 

Loader Gift 1 day $0 

Total 19,405.00 

* Rate dependant on where it is coming from. 
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Manual Labour – To remove excess debris left by shed removalist; to remove water tanks into a new 
location; to supervise and instruct excavator, loader and tip truck. Provided by the God’s Way Volunteer 
Selection Project participants. 

20 Tonne Excavator – To do all of the earthworks on site. Supplied by local contractor. 

10 Tonne Tip Truck – To remove top soil and the concrete slab rubble to an erosion rehabilitation 
location on the property.  To move mulch loaded by the excavator at the beginning of day 1, to areas that 
the excavator can’t reach. Supplied by local contractor.. 

Blue 3 Tonne Truck – To remove the 4 rainwater tanks to another location on the property.  Provided by 
Alan John Miller & Mary Luck. 

Mulch – To provide an estimated amount that we think we will need to complete the project.  1 load = 
approximately 85m3.  The mulch is hardwood waste material ground down, from local sawmills. 
Supplied by local contractor.. 

Loader – To load mulch into the truck while excavator is busy. Spread mulch if required. Provided by 
Peter & Eloisa Lytton-Hitchins. 

7.2. Actual Cost of Project 

Item Rate Qty Amount 

Planning & presentations to Directors 

Design and planning by Manager @ 2hrs 
Organising by Supervisor @ 12hrs 
Presentations by Manager @ 4hrs 

Gift 18 hrs $0 

Manual labour 

16 volunteers @ 6hr for site clean up 
6 volunteers @ 6hr for tank removal 
1 volunteer @ 30hr for project supervision 
1 volunteer @ 8hr for project management 

Gift 168 hrs $0 

Documentation 

Drone footage 
Photos/Video/Audio recording 
Summary document and edit 

Gift 143 hrs $0 

Excavator $154/hr 25 hrs $3,850 

10 Tonne tip truck $110/hr 5.5 hrs $550 

3 tonne tip truck Gift 12 hrs $0 

Mulch on-site $1665/load 5 loads $8,325 

Mulch required $1683/load 2.5 loads $4,208 

Loader Gift 1 day $0 

Total 16,933.00 
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8. Benefits 

 

To scale Sectional View of the finished product 

 

8.1. Outcomes one month post implementation 

Report two weeks after project completion: 

The local area near the site has had about 100mm of rain since the completion of the project. The flat 
terraces have puddles in some areas and are nice and moist under all other areas, which is a great success 
and is working as it was planned. 

A frog (who surely had other friends) was already observed on the site which is great to see at such an 
early stage. 

Significant changes to water retention have already been observed on the site. Two weeks has passed with 
temperatures in the low to mid 30’sC and there are still puddles and where there are no puddles there is 
still water under the mulch or very moist soil. Even the tops of the contour banks are nice and moist under 
the mulch. The mulch acts like a big sponge. 

The project has been a success so far and not only does it work well it looks quite beautiful, matching one 
of God’s Principals of Form and Function.  

The project was completed just under budget which is great. 
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From the middle terrace near the bank of the upper terrace. 

From the upper terrace showing the moisture and puddling in the middle terrace. 
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8.2. Expected outcomes over time 

• Significant water retention on the site 

• Increase in soil life activity 

• Plant life to begin in about a year 

• Increase in wildlife activity by starting a food chain cycle i.e. moisture, protection, food, insects, 
spiders, reptiles, frogs, birds, sugar gliders, micro-bats, plant growth, possums, wallabies, 
bandicoot’s, seed shedding etc.  

• Increased growth of the existing bush on the downhill perimeter of the works. These will be 
benefited by the slow release of moisture and nutrients created from the works done. 

• A more densely vegetated area than what surrounds it in the years to come 

• Increase in plant species variety 

9. Recommendations  

Continue to document the site so as to measure the effects and outcomes of this intervention 

Compile design principles for sharing with others who wish to replicate this effect on other dry sites 

Plant native forest trees which should now be able to be supported due to increased catchment and 
retention of water 
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